RULES:
Get out your magic marker and put on your funny hat . . . ready? Go! Fill out this form to the best of your humorous inability; you have until Friday, March 24. Then, fold it, staple it, and send via interdepartmental mail to Voo Doo Magazine, Room 50-309 or email to voodoo@mit.edu.

IT’S-ALL-GOING-DOWNHILL RACE:
Write a short tale of personal or institutional moral decay. That’s right: tell us either about what happened between you and that unlucky goat during last year’s Rush, or how a student riot would set the Institute straight. (Use the back for more space).

THE DIE-ATHLON:
Recaption the comic to the right, under the constraint that Billy must die.

THE 2000m ABORTION COATHANGER RELAY (ON ICE):
Now draw a comic of your own. True to the classic Voo Doo format, start off with an abortion joke, and if that doesn’t work, pass it off as a Nazi joke, or worse! (Use the back).

THE OPEN CATEGORY:
Finally, give us something from the heart. Whether it be a transcription of your friend freestyling in the shower or a phallo-morphic caricature of President Bush, make sure it’s funny. Trees can’t cry, so use more paper if needed.